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Unconstrained partial-wave amplitudes obtained at discrete energies from fits to complete sets
of eight independent observables which are required to uniquely reconstruct reaction amplitudes
do not vary smoothly with energy, and are in principle non-unique. We demonstrate how this
behavior can be ascribed to the continuum ambiguity. Starting from the spinless scattering case,
we demonstrate how an unknown overall phase depending on energy and angle mixes the structures
seen in the associated partial-wave amplitudes making the partial wave decomposition non-unique,
and illustrate it on a simple toy model. We then apply these principles to pseudo-scalar meson
photoproduction and show that the non-uniqueness effect can be removed through a phase rotation
generating ”up-to-a-phase” unique set of SE partial wave amplitudes. Extracting pole positions
from partial wave amplitudes is the next step. Up to now, there was no reliable way to extract
pole parameters from SE partial waves, but a new and simple single-channel method (Laurent +
Pietarinen expansion) applicable for continuous and discrete data has been recently developed. It
is based on applying the Laurent decomposition of partial wave amplitude, and expanding the non-
resonant background into a power series of a conformal-mapping, quickly converging power series
obtaining the simplest analytic function with well-defined partial wave analytic properties which fits
the input. The generalization of this method to multi- channel case is also developed and presented.
Unifying both methods in succession, one constructs a model independent procedure to extract pole
parameters directly from experimental data without referring to any theoretical model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Partial-wave analysis, a textbook method to identify resonances and attribute them quantum numbers, is a standard
procedure used to analyze a wide class of experimental data (see for instance ref. [1]). This paper deals with a very
general interplay of partial wave decomposition and invariance with respect to a general symmetry of energy and
angle dependent phase rotation, and is therefore of wide interest for all scientists which apply the method of partial
wave decomposition for their data analysis. At the same time this paper points out, but also solves a critical, but up
to now unknown problem of uniqueness of partial wave decomposition and has a profound impact on research in the
field of nucleon resonances.

In the quest for a unique set of amplitudes, experimental programs have attempted to measure complete sets of
observables needed to perform the unambiguous reaction-amplitude reconstruction. On the other hand, it has also
been well known that single-channel physical observables remain invariant with respect to a general energy- and
angle-dependent phase rotation which turns out to introduce the non-uniqueness into the amplitude reconstruction.
This invariance is the so-called continuum ambiguity, and has been extensively analyzed in mid-70s through the
mid-80s [2–4]. The interconnection of the two has never been discussed as most studies were made in the context
of πN elastic scattering where the optical theorem and an application of elastic unitarity practically eliminate the
continuum ambiguity as a source of non-uniqueness. In the inelastic domain, up to now, the main attention has been
paid only to handling angle independent phase rotations on the level of partial waves where the analytic structure
remains untouched [5–7]. We show that, contrary to well-behaved energy dependent invariance, angle dependent
phase rotation mixes partial waves, and changes their analytic structure causing partial wave decomposition to be
non-unique. This mixing directly influences the present identification of resonance quantum numbers. The discussion
of angle dependent phase rotation was always scarce, and to our knowledge, mentioned only once, and this only ”in
passing” in old ref. [8]. Some other related studies on phase ambiguities were performed [9, 10], but concentrated on
cases without a complete set of experimental data. Programmatic studies of photoproduction experiments at Jefferson
Lab, Mainz and Bonn are now producing the data required to do complete experiments, in terms of either helicity
amplitudes or multipoles, motivating a reexamination of the ambiguities associated with multipole analyses.

In this paper we show that, contrary to well-behaved energy-dependent phase rotations, angle-dependent phase
rotations mix partial waves, changing their analytic structure and producing partial wave decompositions which are
non-unique. This directly influences the present identification of resonance quantum numbers. We then explore the
effect of angle-dependent rotations in a case of practical interest, the single-energy analysis of a complete set of eta
photoproduction pseudo-data generated from a known model by comparing produced multipoles with the known
model-starting values. We confirm that the obtained result is non-unique. As a solution of this problem we offer
a method how a partial wave decomposition can be made up-to-a-phase unique by replacing the undetermined and
discontinuous energy and angle dependent phase with an arbitrary but continuous chosen value. This is by no means
a restriction of generality as all other solutions with different amplitude phases can be obtained directly from the
obtained solution by a phase rotation on the level of reaction amplitudes, changing the arbitrary to any particularly
given phase. All solutions remain equivalent as far as fitting the data is concerned. For the true quantum number
identification, however, one still has to identify the unknown continuum ambiguity phase because each phase gives its
own set of quantum numbers. In fully unconstrained single-channel analyses, quantum numbers remain undetermined.

Up to now, there was no reliable way to extract pole parameters from so obtained SE partial waves, but a new
and simple single-channel method (Laurent + Pietarinen expansion) applicable for continuous and discrete data has
been recently developed [11–13]. It is based on applying the Laurent decomposition of partial wave amplitude, and
expanding the non-resonant background into a power series of a conformal-mapping, quickly converging power series
obtaining the simplest analytic function with well-defined partial wave analytic properties which fits the input. The
method is particularly useful to analyse partial wave data obtained directly from experiment because it works with
minimal theoretical bias since it avoids constructing and solving elaborate theoretical models, and fitting the final
parameters to the input, what is the standard procedure now. The generalization of this method to multi- channel
case is also developed and presented.

Unifying both methods in succession, one constructs a model independent procedure to extract pole parameters
directly from experimental data without referring to any theoretical model.

II. FORMALISM

Let us recall that observables in single-channel reactions are given as a sum of products involving one (helicity
or transversity) amplitude with the complex conjugate of another, so that the general form of any observable is
O = f(Hk · H∗l ), where f is a known, well-defined real function. The direct consequence is that any observable is
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invariant with respect to the following simultaneous phase transformation of all amplitudes:

Hk(W, θ)→ H̃k(W, θ) = e i φ(W,θ) ·Hk(W, θ)

for all k = 1, · · · , n (1)

where n is the number of spin degrees of freedom (n=1 for the 1-dim toy model, n=2 for pi-N scattering and n=4 for
pseudoscalar meson photoproduction), and φ(W, θ) is an arbitrary, real function which is the same for all contributing
amplitudes.

As resonance properties are usually the goal of such studies, and these are identified with poles of the partial-
wave (or multipole) amplitudes, we must analyze the influence of the continuum ambiguity not upon helicity or
transversity amplitudes, but upon their partial wave decompositions. To simplify the study we introduce partial
waves in a simplified version than those found in Ref. [6]:

A(W, θ) =

∞∑
`=0

(2`+ 1)A`(W )P`(cos θ) (2)

where A(W, θ) is a generic notation for any amplitude Hk(W, θ), k = 1, · · ·n. The complete set of observables remains
unchanged when we make the following transformation:

A(W, θ)→ Ã(W, θ) = e i φ(W,θ)

×
∞∑
`=0

(2`+ 1)A`(W )P`(cos θ)

Ã(W, θ) =

∞∑
`=0

(2`+ 1)Ã`(W )P`(cos θ) (3)

We are interested in rotated partial wave amplitudes Ã`(W ), defined by Eq.(3), and are free to introduce the Legendre
decomposition of an exponential function as:

e i φ(W,θ) =

∞∑
`=0

L`(W )P`(cos θ). (4)

After some manipulation of the product P`(x)Pk(x) (see refs. [14, 15] for details of the summation rearrangement) we
obtain:

Ã`(W ) =

∞∑
`′=0

L`′(W ) ·
`′+∑̀

m=|`′−`|

〈`′, 0; `, 0|m, 0〉2 Am(W )

(5)

where 〈`′, 0; `, 0|m, 0〉 is a standard Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.
To get a better insight into the mechanism of multipole mixing, let us expand Eq. (5) in terms of phase-rotation

Legendre coefficients L`′(W ):

Ã0(W ) = L0(W)A0(W) + L1(W )A1(W ) + L2(W )A2(W ) + . . . , (6)

Ã1(W ) = L0(W)A1(W) + L1(W )

[
1

3
A0(W ) +

2

3
A2(W )

]
+ L2(W )

[
2

5
A1(W ) +

3

5
A3(W )

]
+ . . . ,

Ã2(W ) = L0(W)A2(W) + L1(W )

[
2

5
A1(W ) +

3

5
A3(W )

]
+ L2(W )

[
1

5
A0(W ) +

2

7
A2(W ) +

18

35
A4(W )

]
+ . . . .

...

The consequence of Eqs. (5) and (6) is that angular-dependent phase rotations mix multipoles.

Conclusion:

Without fixing the free continuum ambiguity phase φ(W, θ), the partial wave decomposition A`(W ) defined in
Eq. (2) is non-unique. Partial waves get mixed, and identification of resonance quantum numbers might be changed.
To compare different partial-wave analyses, it is essential to match the continuum ambiguity phase; otherwise the
mixing of multipoles is yet another, uncontrolled, source of systematic errors. Observe that this phase rotation does
not create new pole positions, but just reshuffles the existing ones among several partial waves.
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III. TOY MODEL:

To better illustrate the effect of mixing partial waves in the photo-production channel, we construct a simple toy
model consisting of two partial waves, with one resonance per partial wave.

A(W, θ) = TS(W ) + x TP (W )

TS,P (W ) =
aS,P

MS,P − iΓS,P /2−W
(7)

x = cos θ (8)

where

aS = (0.005 + i 0.004) GeV ; MS = 1.535 GeV; ΓS = 0.15 GeV
aP = (0.004 + i 0.003) GeV ; MP = 1.440 GeV; ΓP = 0.10 GeV.

We take a very simple linear rotation acting upon the full amplitude A(W, θ):

R(x) = ei (2.+0.5 x), (9)

and compare the partial-wave decompositions of the non-rotated and rotated amplitudes. In Fig. 1 we show the result.

FIG. 1: (Color online) Toy model poles for linear rotation.
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On the basis of Eqs. (5) and (6) applied to the toy model, we observe several important features of the angle-
dependent phase rotations:

1. The Legendre expansion of the angle-dependent phase rotation, given by Eq. (4), has, in principle, an infinite
number of terms. However, in cases of simpler rotations, higher order terms rapidly become very small. In this
case the partial wave mixing is limited only to the neighbouring partial waves (see Eq. (6)).1

2. The lowest rotation coefficient L0(W ) transforms A`(W ) to Ã`(W ). Hence, for angle-independent rotations only
the 0-th order Legendre coefficient survives, and such a rotation does not mix multipoles.

3. Even the simplest quickly converging rotations, with only a few Legendre coefficients significantly greater than
zero, will mix multipoles. The degree of mixing rises with the complexity of the angular rotation.

4. As explicitly seen in Eq. (6) under the influence of any phase rotation only existing poles gets redistributed. So,
through the influence of the angle-dependent phase rotation, no new pole positions are created, but resonances
with the same pole positions appear in different partial waves making the quantum number identification difficult.
The only way out is to identify the genuine continuum ambiguity phase where the partial-wave matrix gets
diagonal, and only one resonance is associated with one partial wave.2

Another interesting effect can be observed. The toy-model A(W, θ) truncated at L = 1 leads to ’data’ for the
differential cross section whose Legendre-expansion

σ0(W, θ) = |A(W, θ)|2 =

2∑
n=0

an(W )Pn(cos θ), (10)

would be precisely truncated at 2L = 2 ∗ 1 = 2, i.e. all Legendre coefficients up to and including a2 would be non-
vanishing, with all higher coefficients, i.e. a3 and above, being precisely zero. If one then defined a new amplitude,
with the angle-dependent phase (9) multiplied into the original truncated amplitude, we would end up with an, in
principle, infinite partial-wave expansion for the rotated amplitude (which, however, converges quite well for the
higher `). In fact, the rotation (9) itself turns out to be truncated at L′ = 5 to a very good approximation, since all
of its Legendre coefficients L′≥ 6 have moduli within the range of 10−7 or less.

Now, one might naively expect the Legendre-expansion of the data (10) to show non-vanishing Legendre-coefficients
up to and including 2(L + L′) = 2 ∗ (1 + 5) = 12, once the rotated amplitude has been inserted. This, however, is
is not what happens. Since the phase (9) has modulus 1 for all x, it will leave the cross section invariant. The data
simply do not change. Since the original data are truncated at 2 ∗ 1 = 2, by construction, the rotated data will be
as well. However, the rotated amplitude itself is manifestly not truncated. Furthermore, higher Legendre-coefficients
a `≥3 are bilinear hermitean forms, depending on the rotated partial waves. All this implies that a cancellation-effect
has to set all ’rotated’ Legendre coefficients a3,...,a12 to zero. The rotation (9) has generated higher partial waves in
such a ’finely tuned’ way that this is indeed possible.

1 For more complicated rotations, the ones where associated Legendre coefficients extend to infinity, the situation gets more unstable
as the resonance with the very high angular momentum can be intermixed even into usually dominating S-wave. So, association of
quantum numbers becomes even more questionable.

2 We can understand all partial waves as being a matrix elements of the partial-wave-operator defined on the space of Legendre polynomials
which form an orthonormal basis. Without knowing the genuine continuum ambiguity phase that operator is non-diagonal, and same
resonances appear in different matrix-element positions hence having different quantum numbers. However, we can always diagonalize
the partial-wave-operator (find such a basis of Legendre polynomials where this operator is diagonal), and in this base only one partial
wave is associated with one Legendre polynomial defining the true resonance quantum numbers. Let us add that this new base where
the partial wave operator is diagonal corresponds to the true continuum ambiguity phase.
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IV. PSEUDO-DATA

Having explored a simple toy model, we next consider a more realistic analysis of precise pseudo-data generated
from an existing model for this chosen reaction. Just for the convenience of the reader let us summarize the essence
of pseudo-data method.

Using pseudo-data for testing new procedures is a textbook method used a lot in our field (see for instance ref [16]).
In general we use it to test whether a certain procedure is correct by performing it on a set of data artificially
created from a known source, and for which we know the exact answer in advance. In this paper we use it to test
whether phase rotation can be used to achieve uniqueness of unconstrained SE PWA. We construct a complete set
of observables out of well know model-partial-waves, so we know what should we get if the recommended method is
correct. Then we perform the procedure, and if we reproduce the input-partial-waves uniquely, we know that our
method is valid. Observe that it is completely unimportant what did we take as a generating model as long as our
procedure is consistently implemented, so we shall not discuss the features of the model used.

We perform unconstrained, Lmax = 5 truncated single-energy analyses on a complete set of observables for η
photoproduction given in the form of pseudo-data created using the ETA-MAID15a model [17]: dσ/dΩ, Σ dσ/dΩ,
T dσ/dΩ, F dσ/dΩ, Gdσ/dΩ, P dσ/dΩ, Cx′ dσ/dΩ, and Ox′ dσ/dΩ. All higher multipoles are put to zero. The fitting
procedure finds solutions which are non-unique, and we obtain many solutions depending on the choice of initial
parameters in the fit. In Fig. 2 we show a complete set of pseudo-data with the error of 1 % created at 18 angles (red
symbols), and the typical SE fit (full line) at one representative energy of W = 1769.80 MeV.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Complete set of observables for η photo-production given in the form of numeric data created
at W = 1769.8 MeV and at 18 angles using the ETA-MAID15a model (red symbols) and a typical SE fit to the data

(full line).

In Fig. 3 we show an example of three very different sets of multipoles which fit the complete pseudo-data set
equally well to a high precision: two discrete and discontinuous ones obtained by setting the initial fitting values to
the ETA-MAID16a [18] (SE16a) and Bonn-Gatchina [19] (SEBG) model values (blue and red symbols respectively),
and the generating ETA-MAID15a model [17] which is displayed as full and dashed black continuous lines.

We know from Eq.(1) that equivalent fits to a complete set of data must be produced by helicity amplitudes with
different phases. Therefore, in Fig. 4, we construct the helicity amplitudes corresponding to all three sets of multipoles
from Fig. 3 at one randomly chosen energy W = 1660.4 MeV.

We see that all three sets of helicity amplitudes are indeed different, but the discontinuity of multipole amplitudes,
observed in Fig. 3, is not reflected in a plot of helicity amplitudes at a fixed single energy.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Plots of the E0+, M1−, E1+, and M1+ multipoles. Full and dashed black lines give the real
and imaginary part of the ETA-MAID15a generating model. Discrete blue and red symbols are obtained with the
unconstrained, Lmax = 5 fits of a complete set of observables generated as numeric data from the ETA-MAID15a
model of ref. [17], with the initial fitting values taken from the ETA-MAID16a [18] and the Bonn-Gatchina [19]

models respectively. Filled symbols represent the real parts and open symbols give the imaginary parts.

If instead we plot an excitation curve of all four helicity amplitudes at a randomly chosen angle, which is arbitrarily
set to the value cos θ = 0.2588, we obtain the result shown in Fig. 5.

We see that the excitation curve of helicity amplitudes in this case remains continuous only for the generating model
ETA-MAID15a. For both single-energy solutions it is different, and at the same time shows notable discontinuities
between neighbouring energy points.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) We show three sets of helicity amplitudes for all three sets of multipoles at one randomly
chosen energy W = 1660.4 MeV. The figure coding is the same as in Fig. 3.

To reveal the source of this discontinuity, let us compare helicity amplitudes at this randomly chosen value of
cos θ = 0.2588, at a randomly chosen energy of W = 1660.4 MeV. In Fig. 6, the four helicity amplitudes are plotted
in the complex plane C at these arbitrarily chosen energy and angle for the generating solution and the result of
SE16a single-energy fit. We see that all four helicity amplitudes have identical moduli and relative phases, but the
two sets differ by an overall rotation. In Fig. 7 we demonstrate that for these randomly chosen energy and angle we
may rotate one set of helicity amplitudes exactly into another one; so they are identical up to a phase rotation.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Excitation curves of all helicity amplitudes, for all three sets of multipoles, at one randomly
chosen value of cos θ = 0.2588 MeV. The figure coding is the same as in Fig. 3.

This effect is valid for each angular point at any arbitrarily chosen energy, so it is valid everywhere.

As we have shown that there is an obvious mismatch in phases, let us analyse them explicitly. In Fig. 8 we
plot the angular and energy dependence of one of the phases, the phase of helicity amplitude H2(W, θ). In Fig. 8 (a)
we show the H2(W, θ) phase for all three solutions at a randomly chosen energy of W = 1660.4 MeV. Blue, magenta,
and red circles correspond to 15a model, SE16a and SEBG solutions respectively. We see that the phase is continuous
for all three solutions. However, when we in Fig. 8 (b) show the excitation curve of the same phase at a randomly
chosen angle of cos θ = 0.2588, we see that only 15a model phase is continuous; the other two are ”jumping” from
energy to energy. In Fig. 8 (c) we show H2(W, θ) phases at all energies and angles in a 3D graph. We see that phases
are continuous at a fixed energy for all three solutions, but for the fixed angle phase stays continuous only for 15a
model. For the remaining two it is discontinuous.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) We in Fig. (a) show all helicity amplitudes for the generating solution MAID15a and in
Fig. (b) for SE16a, Lmax = 5 unconstrained solution at one randomly chosen energy of W = 1660.4 MeV, and one

randomly chosen value of cos θ = 0.2588. Figures are given in the complex plane C

This leads to the following understanding of this, apparently very different multipole solutions:

When we perform an unconstrained SE PWA, each minimization is performed independently at individual en-
ergies, and the phase is chosen randomly. So, at each energy the fit chooses a different angle dependent phase, and
creates different, discontinuous numerical values for each helicity amplitude, producing discontinuous sets of multi-
poles.

However, the invariance with respect to phase rotations offers a possible solution. Let us show the procedure.

We introduce the following angle-dependent phase rotation simultaneously for all four helicity amplitudes:

H̃SE
k (W, θ) = HSE

k (W, θ) · eiΦ15a
H2

(W,θ)− iΦSE
H2

(W,θ)

k = 1, . . . , 4 (11)

where ΦSEH2
(W, θ) is the phase of any single-energy solution and Φ15a

H2
(W, θ) is the phase of generating solution ETA-

MAID15a. Applying this rotation we replace the discontinuous ΦSEH2
(W, θ) phase from any SE solution with the

continuous Φ15a
H2

(W, θ) ETA-MAID15a phase.
The resulting rotated single-energy helicity amplitudes are compared with generating ETA-MAID15a amplitudes

in Fig. 9.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) We overlap helicity amplitudes from Figs. (6a) (dashed lines) and (6b) (solid lines) at
W = 1660.4 MeV and cos θ = 0.2588, and rotate them to the same angle in the complex plane. We see that they are

explicitly identical after the rotation.

We see that rotated helicity amplitudes of both single-energy solutions are now identical to the generating ETA-
MAID15a helicity amplitudes.

Thus, the previously different sets of discrete, discontinuous single-energy multipoles different from the gener-
ating solution ETA-MAID15a and given in Fig. 3, are after phase rotation transformed into continuous multipoles
now identical to the generating solution, and given in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 8: (Color online) In Fig. (a) we show the H2(W, θ) phase for all three solutions at a randomly chosen energy of
W = 1660.4 MeV, and in Fig (b) the excitation curve of the same phase at a randomly chosen angle of

cos θ = 0.2588. Blue, magenta, and red circles correspond to 15a model, SE16a and SEBG solutions respectively. In
Fig. (c) we show H2(W, θ) phases at all energies and angles in a 3D graph.

So, we have constructed a way to generate up-to-a-phase unique solutions in an unconstrained PWA of a complete
set of observables generated as pseudo-data.

Observe that it is completely inessential which smoothing phase we used in Eq. (11) to obtain the unique soluion.
In previous tests we used the phase of the generating model Φ15a

H2
(W, θ) because we knew it in advance, but we could

have used any other smooth phase. In that case we would obtain a smooth solution, both SE amplitudes would be the
same, but they would differ from the generating ones because of the phase difference with respect to the generating
model. However, when we rotate it back to the phase of the generating model Φ15a

H2
(W, θ), the input quantities are

again reproduced. Here we give the example if the smoothing phase is chosen to be the phase of the Toy model R(x).

Instead of rotating the SE reaction amplitudes with a known phase of the generating model, we rotate it with any
arbitrary, but continuous phase. For simplicity, we use the same phase R(x) which we used for the toy model, so our
phase rotation previously given in Eq. (11) now reads:

H̃SE
k (W, θ) = HSE

k (W, θ) · ei (2.+0.5 x)− iΦSE
H2

(W,θ)

k = 1, . . . , 4 (12)
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FIG. 9: (Color online) We show all three sets of rotated helicity amplitudes at one randomly chosen energy
W = 1660.4 MeV. The figure coding is the same as in Fig. 3.

We obtain smooth helicity amplitudes at a fixed energy W = 1660.4 MeV:
However, contrary to unconstrained case, we also obtain a smooth behaviour for the excitation curve with the fixed
angle corresponding to cos θ = 0.2588:
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FIG. 10: (Color online) We show all three sets of rotated multipoles. The figure coding is the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 11: (Color online) We show all three sets of helicity amplitudes rotated with Toy model rotation R(x) at one
randomly chosen energy W = 1660.4 MeV. The figure coding is the same as in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 12: (Color online) We show all three sets of helicity amplitudes rotated with Toy model rotation R(x) at one
randomly chosen angle which corresponds to cos θ = 0.2588. The figure coding is the same as in Fig. 3.

Observe that both rotated curves are now smooth and identical, but different from the generating model values.
So, we have achieved the uniqueness. By replacing the discontinuous phase with an arbitrary, but continuous one we
achieved that our solutions do not depend on the choice of initial values. We still have to achieve that they reproduce
the generating value.

However, if we apply the rotation which transforms R(x)→ Φ15a
H2

(W, θ):

H̃SE
k (W, θ) = HSE

k (W, θ) · eiΦ15a
H2

(W,θ)− i (2.+0.5 x)

k = 1, . . . , 4 (13)

we reproduce values of the generating model given in Figs. 9 and 10.

So, smoothing discontinuous solutions shown in Fig. 8, and not the choice of smoothing phase is essential. Once
we get a smooth solution, it is unique in a sense that we can rotate it to any other phase of our choice without
any further minimizations. We have obtained an up-to-a-phase unique solution. Determining the proper phase is,
however, essential because without it a correct association of quantum numbers is impossible.

V. LAURENT + PIETARINEN EXPANSION

The driving concept behind the Laurent-Pietarinen (L+P) expansion was the aim to replace an elaborate theoretical
model by a local power-series representation of partial wave amplitudes [11]. The complexity of a partial-wave analysis
model is thus replaced by much simpler model-independent expansion which just exploits analyticity and unitarity.
The L+P approach separates pole and regular part in the form of a Laurent expansion, and instead of modeling the
regular part in some physical model it uses the conformal mapping to expand it into a rapidly converging power series
with well defined analytic properties. So, the method replaces the regular part calculated in a model by the simplest
analytic function which has correct analytic properties of the analyzed partial wave (multipole), and fits the data.
In such an approach the model dependence is minimized, and is reduced to the choice of the number and location of
branch-points used in the model.

The L+P expansion is based on the Pietarinen expansion used in some former papers in the analysis of pion-nucleon
scattering data [23–26], but for the L+P model the Pietarinen expansion is applied in a different manner. It exploits
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the Mittag-Leffler expansion3 of partial wave amplitudes near the real energy axis, representing the regular, but
unknown, background term by a conformal-mapping-generated, rapidly converging power series called a Pietarinen
expansion4. The method was used successfully in several few-body reactions [12, 13, 30], and recently generalized
to the multi-channel case [29]. The formulae used in the L+P approach are collected in Table I. In the fits, the

TABLE I: Formulae defining the Laurent+Pietarinen (L+P) expansion.

Ta(W ) =

Npole∑
j=1

xaj + ı yaj

Wj −W
+

Ka∑
k=0

cakX
a(W )k +

La∑
l=0

dal Y
a(W )l +

Ma∑
m=0

eam Za(W )m

Xa(W ) =
αa −

√
xaP −W

αa +
√
xaP −W

; Y a(W ) =
βa −

√
xaQ −W

βa +
√
xaQ −W

; Za(W ) =
γa −

√
xaR −W

γa +
√
xaR −W

Da
dp =

1

2Na
W −Na

par

Na
W∑

i=1


[

ReTa(W (i))− ReTa,exp(W (i))

ErrRe
i,a

]2

+

[
ImTa(W (i))− ImTa,exp(W (i))

ErrImi,a

]2
 + Pa

Pa = λac

Ka∑
k=1

(cak)2 k3 + λad

La∑
l=1

(dal )2 l3 + λae

Ma∑
m=1

(eam)2m3 Ddp =

all∑
a

Da
dp

a ..... channel index Npole ..... number of poles Wj ,W ∈ C
xai , y

a
i , c

a
k, d

a
l , e

a
m, α

a, βa, γa... ∈ R
Ka, La, Ma ... ∈ N number of Pietarinen coefficients in channel a.

Da
dp ..... discrepancy function in channel a Na

W ..... number of energies in channel a

Na
par ..... number of fitting parameters in channel a Pa ..... Pietarinen penalty function

λac , λ
a
d, λ

a
e ..... Pietarinen weighting factors xaP , x

a
Q, x

a
R ∈ R (or ∈ C).

ErrRe, Im
i,a ..... minimization error of real and imaginary part respectively.

regular background part is represented by three Pietarinen expansion series, all free parameters are fitted. The first
Pietarinen expansion with branch-point xP is restricted to an unphysical energy range and represents all left-hand cut
contributions. The next two Pietarinen expansions describe the background in the physical range with branch-points
xQ and xR respecting the analytic properties of the analyzed partial wave. The second branch-point is mostly fixed
to the elastic channel branch-point, the third one is either fixed to the dominant channel threshold, or left free. Thus,
only rather general physical assumptions about the analytic properties are made like the number of poles and the
number and the position of branch-points, and the simplest analytic function with a set of poles and branch-points is
constructed. The method is applicable to both, theoretical and experimental input, and represents the first reliable
procedure to extract pole positions from experimental data, with minimal model bias.

The generalization of the L+P method to a multichannel L+P method is performed in the following way: i) separate
Laurent expansions are made for each channel; ii) pole positions are fixed for all channels, iii) residua and Pietarinen
coefficients are varied freely; iv) branch-points are chosen as for the single-channel model; v) the single-channel
discrepancy function Da

dp (see Eq. (5) in ref. [30]) which quantifies the deviation of the fitted function from the

input is generalized to a multi-channel quantity Ddp by summing up all single-channel contributions, and vi) the
minimization is performed for all channels in order to obtain the final solution.

The formulae used in the L+P approach are collected in Table I.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Let us summarize by affirming that taking into consideration the angle dependent continuum ambiguity phase is
not only an academic issue; it is essential. The problem it introduces is that it mixes partial waves and hence modifies
resonance quantum number association. On the other hand, taking the benefit of it enables one to obtain an up-to-a
phase unique solution in the unconstrained PWA of a complete set of observables.

However, in practical, day-to-day calculations the continuum ambiguity must, in some way, be taken into account
to actually obtain a continuous partial-wave solution. Without fixing the overall angle and energy dependent phase,

3 Mittag-Leffler expansion [27]. This expansion is the generalization of a Laurent expansion to a more-than-one pole situation. For
simplicity, we will simply refer to this as a Laurent expansion.

4 A conformal mapping expansion of this particular type was introduced by Ciulli and Fisher [23, 24], was described in detail and used
in pion-nucleon scattering by Esco Pietarinen [25, 26]. The procedure was denoted as a Pietarinen expansion by G. Höhler in [28].
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a whole class of equivalent reaction amplitude sets, connected via rotations exist, and that produces discontinuities in
unconstrained SE PWA. We eliminate this problem by fixing the unknown phase to any continuous one. In this way a
solution with a continuous, but predefined phase is obtained. However, it by no means represents the loss of generality.
Namely, once we have obtained a unique solution with a known phase, we can without any further minimizations
simply rotate this solution to any other phase (we reconstruct the helicity amplitudes, use Eq. (11) to change the
phase to any desired value, and project onto partial waves), and obtain a partial wave decomposition belonging to
this new phase. It is also important to keep in mind that these rotations do not create new poles but just reshuffles
the old ones. However, this may put poles into partial waves having different quantum numbers. Unfortunately this
means that resonance quantum numbers may be altered, so at the end we have to determine the exact continuum
ambiguity phase to correctly assign quantum numbers to the established resonances.

Let us also state that the continuum ambiguity phase is not just a mathematical fiction without possibility to
be determined. First, it definitely exists, and seriously influences our reasoning. Second, it can also be exactly
determined; definitely in coupled-channel calculations. When only one channel is analyzed, unitarity constraints
relating real and imaginary parts of the partial wave T-matrices are lost after the first inelastic threshold opens
so continuum ambiguities arises, but it is automatically restored when all channels are included in coupled-channel
calculations (uncontrolled loss of flux in one channel is controlled by including all of them). So, coupled-channel
formalisms are the natural way to eliminate continuum ambiguities.

However, even when we managed to obtain ”up-to-a-phase” unique solution, there was no reliable way to extract pole
parameters from so obtained SE partial waves, but a new and simple single-channel method (Laurent + Pietarinen
expansion) applicable for continuous and discrete data has been recently developed. It is based on applying the
Laurent decomposition of partial wave amplitude, and expanding the non-resonant background into a power series
of a conformal-mapping, quickly converging power series obtaining the simplest analytic function with well-defined
partial wave analytic properties which fits the input. The method is particularly useful to analyse partial wave data
obtained directly from experiment because it works with minimal theoretical bias since it avoids constructing and
solving elaborate theoretical models, and fitting the final parameters to the input, what is the standard procedure
now. The generalization of this method to multi- channel case is also developed and presented.

Unifying both methods in succession, one constructs a model independent procedure to extract pole parameters
directly from experimental data without referring to any theoretical model.
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